VIRTUAL REALITY

democratizing the experience of visiting iconic and remote locations

Germán Pino
20 years Experience
DESIGN PROCESS

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES
- COZY
- COMMUNITY-BASED
- FAMILY
- EXTREME
- EASY
- SUSTAINABLE
- LUXURIOUS
- RUSTIC
- EXCLUSIVE
- TECH

+ COMPONENTS
- ACCOMMODATION
- FEEDING
- TRANSPORT
- GUIDES
- MAIN ACTIVITY
- COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

= EXPERIENCES
- EXPERIENCE A
- EXPERIENCE B
- EXPERIENCE C
DIOCLETIAN PALACE
DIOCLETIAN’S PALACE

SPLIT

VIRTUAL REALITY TOURS

www.croatiatravelco.com
VIRTUAL REALITY TOURS
CROATIA TRAVEL CO.
You Will Get:

— Rental of Samsung Gear VR Glasses (1 headset every 2 people)
— 2 hours Guided Walking Tour in Diocletian’s Palace with 5+ Viewpoints in Virtual Reality
— Tourist Guide expert in Diocletian’s Palace
SUCCESS?
EXPERIENCE TRAVEL

TIME TRAVELER

EXPERIENCE TRAVEL
TIMETRAVELER WAS FOUNDED ON THE BELIEF THAT EVERYONE IN THE WORLD SHOULD HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE THE INFINITE BEAUTY AND HISTORY ON OUR PLANET - REGARDLESS OF WHO YOU ARE, WHERE YOU LIVE, OR IF YOU ARE ABLE TO TRAVEL.
TIMETRAVELER DEVELOPS MASS-MARKET VIRTUAL-REALITY SYSTEMS THAT LEVERAGE SMARTPHONE TECHNOLOGY TO DELIVER IMMERSIVE VR/360 TRAVEL EXPERIENCES THAT VIRTUALLY TRANSPORT USERS WORLDWIDE, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME.
TIMETRAVELER EXPERIENCE

SEAMLESS USER EXPERIENCE

USER-FRIENDLY TIMETRAVELER VR360 APP FOR IOS + ANDROID

SEAMLESS TIMETRAVELER APP DOWNLOAD VIA QR CODE ON VIEWERS

ADAPTABLE SMARTPHONE BRACKET FOR UNIVERSAL SMARTPHONE FIT

// confidential //
TIMETRAVELER VR360 SYSTEM PROVIDES A ‘VIRTUAL PORTAL’ FOR GLOBAL DESTINATIONS AND TRAVEL ENTHUSIASTS WORLDWIDE

UNACCESSIBLE LOCATIONS

EXPERIENCE THE INTERIOR OF NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL AS IT WAS BEFORE THE CATASTROPHIC 2019 FIRE.

// IMAGE FROM TIMETRAVELER/PARIS NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL INTERIOR EXPERIENCE //
WE CREATED TIMETRAVELER/TAILOR-MADE TO PARTNER WITH THE TOURISM INDUSTRY & BIG CORPORATIONS (CSR) WITH THE GOAL OF DEMOCRATIZING THE EXPERIENCE OF VISITING ICONIC AND REMOTE LOCATIONS ON OUR PLANET, FROM ANCIENT HISTORIC SITES, TO AWE-INSPIRING DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE.
DESTINATION-SPECIFIC TIMETRAVELER CHILE COLLECTION

3 DESTINATION-SPECIFIC TIMETRAVELER CHILE VIEWERS + APP (IN 3 LANGUAGES)

4 TIMETRAVELER CHILE : VR360 EXPERIENCES FOR EACH DESTINATION

( BELOW ARE EXAMPLES )
Thank you – Gracias – Merci

gpino@heytimetraveler.com